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Abstract - The processing of tactical information and
the associated situation assessment of the tactical
battlefield is a major task for military personnel.
Significant effort has been made in countering this
challenge with advances in sensor capabilities and
enhancements in avionics, electronics and C4I (command,
control, communications, computer and intelligence)
systems. This rapid evolution must be met with concomitant
advances in information fusion and situation assessment.
Additionally, a rapid verifiable means is needed in situ for
management of sensor and information assets. Here, an on-
going effort to develop a hybrid artificial intelligence
architecture for battlefield information fusion is described.
The architecture incorporates three distinct modules: a
low-level information fusion module incorporating a fuzzy
expert system manager; a situation assessment module
incorporating a fuzzy logic based event detector and a
Bayesian belief network component for generating
probability measures of situational state; and a fuzzy expert
system based module for collection or sensor management.
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I. Introduction

The analysis of intelligence data to generate a
comprehensive understanding of all tactical elements
within the battlespace and their likely evolution, i.e.,
to achieve situation awareness is a major task for
military personnel. This task naturally overlaps with
and benefits from the tasking and management of the
sensor/collection assets themselves. Here, we develop
a hybrid artificial intelligence (AI) architecture that
provides an integrated framework for analysis of
information in support of enhanced tactical
awareness and needs-based sensor asset management
to assist in battlefield intelligence processing. The
architecture’s flexibility stems from combining two
AI techniques for model-based approximate
reasoning: fuzzy logic and the Bayesian belief
networks.

Information fusion strives to combine information
from multiple sources into information that has

greater benefit than would have been derived from
each of the contributing parts. An obvious analogy
exists between fusion and human cognitive
processing, in particular, the way humans process
multi-sensory information (i.e., sight, sound, smell,
etc.) to make inferences regarding the environment.
Our hybrid AI battlefield information fusion system
uses a coordinated application of two artificial
intelligence technologies, fuzzy logic (FL) and
Bayesian belief networks (BNs), to the problem of
tactical fusion and collection management. Fuzzy
logic [1] provides a means of converting low-level
imprecise information in non-numerical format into
mid-level knowledge units about individual
battlespace entities. Belief networks [2] [3] provide a
means for constructing and maintaining a
hierarchical, probabilistic model linking multiple
entities, at various levels, in the context of the overall
mission goals, rules of engagement, etc. Evidence
gathered incrementally and in real-time first
undergoes FL filtering and is then applied to the
appropriate node(s) of the BN. This evidence then
automatically propagates throughout the BN resulting
in revised probability estimates concerning the
higher-level tactical situational hypotheses.
Experiences from prior research efforts [4][5] have
shown that this approach provides an effective
solution to the problem and offers a natural
framework for encoding complex tactical knowledge.

II. System Description

Figure 1 illustrates how the overall scope of the
hybrid architecture for battlefield information fusion
falls within the various levels of fusion [6] and other
key components of tactical C4I systems. Information
concerning the various entities present in the
battlespace, are collected by a variety of sensor or
collection assets (JSTARS, AWACS, etc.) and then
fused (level one) within the architecture to generate
individual target tracks and to classify and
characterize targets. The situation assessment (SA)
module of the architecture uses this fused track data
to generate a probabilistic situational state hypothesis



from detected events. This SA information is then
forwarded to level 3 impact or threat assessment and
decision-aiding modules, currently outside this
effort’s scope. Finally, the SA information is used by
the architecture’s sensor or collection management
module to assign, prioritize and communicate
intelligence requests.

Figure 2 displays the overall architecture,
incorporating all modules necessary to support
management and control of level one fusion
processing, situation assessment and enhanced
collection management functionality. The system
incorporates three specific and distinct modules: a
fuzzy logic based level one fusion module
responsible for management and control of
observation-to-track gating and assignment, state
estimation, and track database management; a
combination fuzzy logic based event detection and
belief network based level two situation assessment
module responsible for generating probabilistic
hypotheses for high-level situational state descriptors;
and a fuzzy logic based level four collection
management expert system responsible for mapping
informational requirements and current state
information into asset resource requests

The architecture shown in figure 2 encompasses
all aspects of level 1 object assessment fusion
processing including data association, state
estimation, identification and track management. The
Fuzzy Logic Manager for level 1 has direct
responsibility for management and oversight of these
level 1 functions. Specifically, data association
management provides gating technique selection,
gating parameter modification (e.g. gating constant
for rectangular gate), use of multi-level gating

schemes, etc. For correlation, the FL Manager also
specifies algorithm selection and threshold levels
with final oversight of assignment. For
filtering/prediction management, the manager
specifies algorithm type, filter parameters and model
choice. For example, the FL Manager may inspect
residuals from a bank of Kalman filters to determine

the most appropriate model or for target maneuver
detection. It may also update measurement noise
models based on target range (i.e. increased angular
measurement accuracy with decreasing range for a
radar sensor) or based on sensor confidence levels.
The FL Manager also monitors and controls the track
identification process. Here, again algorithm
selection and output monitoring are its key functions.
The final element of the level 1 FL Manager is track
management. Responsibilities for track management
include track initialization and confirmation (based
on data association results), as well as track deletion.
Specific items addressed in track management
include, track initiation criteria, track confirmation
logic including required number of assignments and
time window, and specification of last update time
threshold for track deletion.

Level 2 processing within the hybrid architecture
for battlefield information fusion of figure 2 has two
primary functions: detection of key events and
assessment of the current situation. Event detection is
performed using FL reasoning in conjunction with a
pre-defined library of domain-relevant events. This
event library is of a broad enough nature to
encompass typical tactical engagements. Event
detection automatically translates information
gleaned from incoming level 1 information into
domain-relevant events (e.g. presence of specific

Figure 1: Scope for Battlefield Information Fusion
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Figure 2: Hybrid AI Architecture

y units at a specific location), along with an
iated measure of certainty of the event. Key
s are then sent to a belief network that
mines current situation.
t the heart of level two processing is a belief
ork which is a probabilistic model of the
field tactical situation. The belief network
s uncertain evidence concerning any of the
sented battlefield and unit features to be
porated so as to consistently update any other
ngent features of the model. The network,
n in figure 3, can be interpreted as representing
l relationships between the variables. For
ple, a particular enemy mission (E.Miss)
ined with enemy knowledge about where

friendly forces are located (F.Loc) cause a rational
enemy to choose a specific objective (E.Obj) which
will maximize its utility. The possible values for
variables E.Miss and F.Loc are shown next to the
nodes. Similarly, the choice of a specific objective
causes a rational enemy to choose a specific route or
course of action (COA), denoted by the node
E.COA, that maximizes its utility in prosecuting that
objective. The bottom-most nodes (MC-1, MC-2,
…etc.), represent the belief that the enemy is present
within the specific regions of the battlefield termed
mobility corridors (MC). While we interpret these
relationships as causal, we represent the inherent
uncertainty of the battlefield environment by
encoding them probabilistically. Specifically, each
Figure 3: Belief Network for Situation Assessment



link between nodes has a corresponding conditional
probability table (CPT) which encodes the
probability of the child variable given the parent
variable. In the more general case in which a node
may have more than one parent, the node’s CPT
encodes its probability given all of its parents.

At level four, a Fuzzy Logic Collection Manager
maps current situation Assessment State, and enemy
track information, into sensor/INTEL requests. The
mapping is performed using a repository knowledge
of sensor/asset capabilities and enemy tactical
doctrine. High-level event notifications and
observations relating to asset requests are also
relayed to the user. The mapping from situational
state and track information to asset request is based
on several appropriateness metrics including
timeliness, desired classification level, availability,
and geographic coverage. Timeliness refers to an
asset’s turnaround time to meet a given request.
Classification level refers to the asset’s classification
capabilities, i.e., detection (find enemy units),
classification (discriminate enemy units, tanks vs.
APCs), and identification (type or model of tank).
Availability refers to the time period in which the
asset is accessible.

III. Prototype Demonstration

To assess feasibility and demonstrate the hybrid
architecture for battlefield information fusion, a
battlefield scenario was developed by subject matter
experts covering a 24-hour period in which friendly
ground forces, a mechanized infantry brigade, defend
against a Soviet-like adversary consisting of a
motorized rifle division (MRD). A
terrain analysis/IPB stage results in a
constrained set of possible enemy
objectives, courses of action, and
mobility corridors. Friendly
intelligence-gathering assets include
ground-based reconnaissance units,
electronic support measures (ESM)
equipment, reconnaissance aircraft
and the multi-mode radar capabilities
of the airborne J-STARS platform.

The level one fusion simulation
consists of: a) a main window (see
Figure 4) which displays the
evolution of the battle; and b) a track
database window that displays the
current associations of individual
sensor reports to tracks.

We tested three variations of our
main scenario. The overall
qualitative conclusions derived from

these simulations can be summarized by the
following [7]: a) fuzzy logic provides a natural
human-like reasoning mechanism for handling
uncertainty; and b) the level one Fuzzy Logic
Manager was able to discriminate multi-level unit
types, perform track generation and maintenance, and
aggregate lower echelon units into higher echelons.
In our scenario, the fusion manager was able to
discriminate between battalion and regimental units.
Gating and assignment control ensured reasonable
track maintenance. Finally, the fusion manager could
aggregate lower units into higher echelon units, e.g.
battalion units into regiments.

The level two demonstration entailed the
sequential posting of sensor/INTEL evidence to the
BN model of figure 3. The results showed that the
model was able to maintain correct hypotheses
regarding the higher-level (hidden) variables, e.g.,
enemy objective, for the range of scenarios. These
results demonstrate the feasibility of the belief
network framework for modeling causal battlefield
relationships. A single, integrated model combines
variables of differing scales and allows probabilistic
inferencing of higher-level, hidden variables, e.g.,
enemy objective, intent, etc., based on evidence
concerning lower-level variables, e.g., enemy unit
locations, types, movements, etc. The belief network
formalism simultaneously allows a consistent means
for combining prior information, e.g., derived from
terrain analysis/IPB, weather reports, and enemy
doctrine and order of battle information, with
evidence gathered in real-time from sensor assets and
units deployed in the battlespace.
Figure 4: Main Window for Level 1 Simulation



The level four demonstration tested the fuzzy
rulebase for collection or sensor management. The
system displayed basic capabilities for combining
hypothesized unit locations and intents with friendly
intelligence requirements and asset capabilities to
produce asset requests sufficient to acquire the
needed intelligence. The fuzzy expert system
rulebase contains over 100 rules and assumes an asset
suite consisting of the JSTARS platform, including
both moving target indicator (MTI) radar and
imaging synthetic aperture radar (SAR), and a
generic electronic support measures (ESM) platform.
The rulebase uses several fuzzy variables including
sensor resolution, timeliness, availability, area
coverage, and a user-specified information criticality
level.

Figure 5 shows the main interface window for the
Fuzzy Logic Collection Manager prototype. As
shown, the graphical user interface (GUI) has two
sets of edit boxes, a listbox, a textbox, and two
buttons. The two sets of edit boxes provide the means
to directly input BN node values from level two
processing. These values correspond to the presence
of enemy units at the eleven mobility corridors or
segments (refer to figure 3) and to the belief in the
three possible enemy objectives  (A, B, or C referring
to NAI 1, 2, or 3, respectively). These sets of edit
boxes are at the top left and top right of the main
screen, respectively. Below, the set of edit boxes for
segments (or mobility corridors) is a listbox in which
the user can specify the criticality value for the asset
request. The textbox below the label “Asset Request”
is where the Fuzzy Logic Collection Manager output
is displayed. Figure 5 shows the Fuzz Logic
Collection Manager after inferencing. The results
shown are for the case where we have ascertained
(via BN belief network level two processing) enemy
objective is A (or NAI 1), user criticality is low, and
no substantial enemy location information. The
results shown at the top of the “Asset Request”
textbox map the inputs into the informational
requirements. That is, the informational requirements
specify the request priority level, the coverage area,
and type of coverage required. As shown, since
enemy objective is A, then we want enemy detection
in segments or mobility corridors 9, 10, or 11.  At the
bottom of the textbox is listed the corresponding
assets meeting the informational requirements. In this
case both the MTI radar and the ESM meet the
requirements.

IV. Current Work

Current efforts on extending the hybrid AI

architecture for battlefield information fusion are
focusing on: a) integration of the three major
modules (for levels, 1, 2 and 4) to produce a full-
scope system for enhanced battlefield information
processing and situation assessment; b) incorporation
of temporal/spatial aspects of battlefield information
processing to enhance current situation assessment
and to facilitate prediction of future enemy
evolutions; c) evaluation of a full-scope prototype in
an empirical study employing multiple tactical
scenarios; d) system enhancement based on the
evaluation findings; and e) specification of H/W and
S/W requirements for follow-on development within
fielded C4I-related information processing systems to
enhance overall information fusion, situation
assessment, and collection management.
Additionally, a parallel effort is underway to develop
a level 3 (impact assessment) component with the
functionality to infer enemy intent, capabilities and
vulnerabilities, and how that component could be
integrated within the hybrid AI architecture.

V. Conclusions

We have designed and developed a limited-scope
prototype hybrid AI system for battlefield
information fusion incorporating three modules: a
fuzzy logic-based level one fusion module for low-
level fusion management; a belief network-based
level two situation assessment module for generating
probabilistic hypotheses for high-level situational
state descriptors; and a fuzzy logic-based level four
collection management system for mapping
information requirements and state information into
asset requests. Basic system feasibility was shown by

Figure 5: Fuzzy Logic Collection Manager



exercising the system using variations of a specified
tactical battlefield scenario.
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